As discussed by Mironov et al., the fastest component of an action potential in the time domain (the upstroke) under normal propagation condition translates into the highest spatial frequency seen at the wavefront. For typical conduction velocities 25-50cm/s, imaging the wavefront at 250fps (4ms) or 500fps (2ms) would yield minimum "upstroke wavelengths" of 0.5-2mm regardless of tissue thickness. Large-kernel spatial filters would be unlikely to influence the outcome if the original image only contained features larger than 2mm as discovered by Mironov et al.
However, finer spatial details maybe seen at lower conduction velocity such as near the tip of a spiral or around sharp obstacles. Coarse filtering in this situation can underestimate local wavefront curvature, even though the overall shape remains unaffected. The spatial frequency spectrum may gain higher frequency components through regions with closely spaced wavefronts, including wave collisions, tight wavefront curvature (wavebreaks or tip of a spiral wave) and steep spatial gradients (fine obstacles or spatially discordant alternans). Such regions tend to also exhibit lower conduction velocities as per the eikonal equation, thus further increasing the spatial frequency. They are found in only a small portion of the field of view but are most affected by lowpass filtering; the abundance of lower-frequency domains can mask such distortions from overly aggressive filtering.
Because the dynamics of excitable tissue impose a limit on wavefront curvature, an ideal spatial cut-off size might be half the critical radius of curvature. The latter has been estimated to be <200µm, but the exact value in cardiac tissue remains unknown (2) . Computer simulations have demonstrated underestimation of maximum curvature even when resolution was chosen at one fourth the simulated critical wavefront curvature, and was only partially recovered after interpolation (3).
In conclusion, the filtering parameters proposed in (4) for thick tissues can be generalized for imaging normal propagation in cell monolayers as well. Only when the local dynamics in areas with high wavefront curvature is of particular interest such filtering is not applicable. Highresolution imaging of such areas in cell monolayers has the potential to provide more precise estimates of the critical wavefront curvature and the curvature-velocity relationship for cardiac tissue.
